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Tami ng the
Technological Tiger

PUSH BUTTON
CLOSINGS WITH IBM®PC
DATACLOSE™ handles all
of these essential forms:
HUD I Form Pages 1 &:. 2 (RESPA)
Buyer / Seller Settlement Statements
Truth-In-Lending
Lien Affidavit (optional)
Warranty Deed (optional)
FNMA Affidavit (1009)
Conventional Security Instruments
(Mortgage) FNMA / FHLMC
Conventional Note FNMA / FHLMC
Private Mortgage Insurance Forms
FHA Security Instrument (Mortgage)
FHA Note
FHA Affidavit
FHA / VA Builder's Warranty
FHA Mortgage Insurance Certificate
VA Security Instrument (Mortgage)
VA Note
VA Certificate of Loan Disbursement (1876)
3 Cross Reference Cards (optional)
Checks
Disbursement Record

Why spend hours laboring over all of the paperwor k,
calculatio ns and forms required for real estate closings?
When Olympia Data Systems can set you up to do it all in
a matter of minutes. With every calculatio n compute r
accurate.
Our unique DATACLOSE'~"" System handles the most complex
transacti ons: VA, conventio nal, cash sale, refinance or assumption. And because our software generates its own format, even
the new creative financing loans-su ch as GPARMs, ARMs,
CALLs, buy-dow ns and GEMs-a re easy to do with DATACLOSE':"
And the entire transacti on, from input to printout, usually
takes less than 30 minutes. That's right: less than 30 minutes
for all of the essential forms and an amortiza tion schedule, too.
DATACLOSE' " will even disburse checks to everyone in
the transact ion-upon your
command at the touch of a
button.
Our programs are packaged on the IBM PC and
PC / XT, as well as multi-use r
and networki ng environments. Complete systems
start at $13,950.

DATACLOSE™calculates:
Principal and interest
MIP (mortgage insurance premium)
PMI (private mortgage insurance)
APR (annual percentage rate)
Proration of taxes
Monthly payment calculations
Amount financed
Finance charge
Total of payments
Payment schedules
Adjusted interest
Simple interest
Closing document preparation rates
Title insurance rates
Recording fees
City / County transfer charges
State transfer charges

Compatible products:
EZ-FORM (documen t generator )
ON -TRACK tracking system
TITLE-RITE"' (commitm ent and
policy preparatio n)

Sound interestin g?
Return the coupon below
and we'll expedite a
complete DATACLOSE"'
to you. If you're in a
kit
•
--hurry, just pick up the
phone and call our
Marketin g Departm ent
at (615) 361-8404.
·"Photograph provided by IBM Corporation ' " All rights reserved.
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) Please send me more information about DATACLOSE!''
) Please call me. I'm in a hurry.

NAME
TITLE

PHONE

COMPANY I FIRM
ADDRESS
CITY

Olympia Data Systems, Inc. D 1187 Vultee Boulevard
Nashville, TN 37217 D (615) 361-8404

STATE

ZIP
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Pre-acquisition-related cost ove rruns and work product deficiencies
brought a formidable challenge to First American Title Insurance
Company in the automation conversion of its Seattle title plant.
William L. Thiss, First American's assistant vice president-plant
systems in Seattle, presents the story of his company's successful
taming of this technological tiger beginning on page 9.
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FINALLY,
A REAL ESTATE
CLOSING SYSTEM
THAI'S FLEXIBLE!
COMPATIBLE!
REASONABLE!
ECH 86:
Software that takes the hard work out of real
estate closings! Landtech 86 Real Estate Settlement
System supports FHA, VA, Convention al Insured, Conventional Uninsured, Seller Financed, Assumptions,
and Cash Closings. Each mortgage type can fully support new creative financing methods.
LANDTECH 86'MIS SO FLEXIBLE, IT ALLOWS YOU TO:

-Deduct charges from loan proceeds
-Select pre-paid Finance charges ;.,/ :: flj(l, ?S\))
be included in Truth-in-Lending
-Disclose POC in several ways
-Handle all prorations based on
calendar or fiscal year-month ly,
quarterly, semi-annually, or
annually
-Calculate interest in arrears and
in advance, and can be overridden with per diem interest
charges
-Support Regulation Z for
APR's including adjustable .
rate mortgage, graduated
payment mortgage,
blended rates, and full
amortization schedules

-Recording fees which are automatical ly calculated
(and can be overridden)
LANDTECH 86MAUTOMATICALLY PREPARES:

-HUD Pages 1 & 2
- Buyers & Sellers closing statements
- All checks, disbursements, statements, and
reconciliation
Some of the Land tech 86 features include a
Forms Generator that lets you prepare
? ; t?lo:;;t ~
your own deeds, notes, mortgages and
other real estate instruments ,
and a built-in calculator. PLUS . ..
countless other functions.
Don't let the price fool you!
Land tech 86 is carefully, concisely
designed and engineered with
more than 5 years of testing
behind it ... and is undoubtedly
the best buy on the market at
$895.00.
Call LOGIN Systems, 8450 Boca
Glades Blvd., Suite 269, Boca Raton,
FL 33434 (305) 482-0216
*Runs on IBM PC, XT & AT

Landtech 86'"is a trademark of
Bell Data Systems and Wyatt Bell.

LOGIN SYSTEMS

A Messa ge frofil the Chain nan, Abstr acters
And Title Insur ance Agent s Sectio n
his has been an exciting year for the
underwriters, abstracters and agents-than
American Land Title Association. Sehas been the case in many years.
rious challenges have arisen for the
In unity, we have all grown stronger.
title industry as usual, and we have met them
Best wishes for a happy and prosperous
successfully.
new year.
Through the efforts of the ALTA Executive
Committee and staff, and each of you, we have
established better lines of communi cation(/
among our members than have existed for
years. Differences certainly remain among
~=1{;('f7~~~~the diverse sectors of our industry. But we
have progressed substantially in seeking mutually acceptable solutions by reasoning together. Under the leadership of 1983-84
ALTA President Don Kennedy, the gains in
john R. Cathey
unity and understanding between the underwriter and the abstracter-agent segments of
the business have been truly remarkable.
After a tendency to link problems separately with either one side or the other in the
past, it has been interesting this year to observe that most of our challenges have been
characterized by Association leaders as affecting both underwriter and abstracter-agent
members.
If past is prologue-and the history of
ALTA extends back to 1907-the coming
year will bring more problems with wide implications for the title business. Although the
scenario promises to be familiar, there will be
an important difference in the picture. ALTA
members are closer in the ability to overcome
what lies ahead-through teamwork among

Choosing how to automate can be confusing ...

... until you've tried SULCUS.
corrections, and costly mistakes. Your decisions are
no sooner made than done.

More land title people are turning to
SULCUS. Why? Simple.

And that's not all. Built-in word processing ... indexing
... spelling...checking ... telecommunications interfacing
with others ...complete sta ndard business packages
such as payroll, accounts receivable, general ledger.
It all means you can do the common everyday work
as easily as you do your special needs.

Simple to use. Complete in itself and ready from day
one, with no installation heada ches. SULCUS, the
turnkey in-house computer. Easy use and total
applications have made SULCUS the foremost
supplier of automation to land title professionals--and
made those professionals the foremost suppliers to
their customers.

Consider the facts.

~

You 're not a computer professional. No wonder
today 's pace and progress can be confusing. Some
sellers say you just need a basic home computer.
They have it. Some say you 're so special you need a
unique package. They'll build it. And some can turn
your nightmares into dreams.
Claim after extravagant claim ... one truth stands clear.
Profit is directly tied to productivity. The future of
the land title industry lies in automation. That future
belongs to those preparing for it today--by cutti ng
costs, expanding service, and mostly, improving
productivity. And productivity is SULCUS' product.

What others claim, SULCUS delivers-"right off the baU1
SULCUS was designed by land title professionals for
land title prtrlessionals to solve the problems they

Bank & Trust Building
41 North Main Street

The comprehensive system, with
comprehensive support and service, at an
affordable price.

u~
share. Certainly it answers the day-to-day operating
needs. But it also lets you capture--and recapture--a
wealth of sophisticated management and marketing
information at your fingertips. On demand (with
a few minutes notice), you get automatically
prepared commitments and policies, lender
packaging, closing statements, checks missing
nothing but the signature, amortization schedules,
and maintenance of your escrow accounts. More, it's
also a comprehensive filing system . You gain the
ability to instantly retrieve information to answer
questions, to make last-minute changes, to make
instant calculations and recalculations, and to
develop all the necessa ry documents to complete a
real property transfer. You avoid searching for
missing files, repetitive typing, unacceptable

sULcUs ®
COMPUTER
CORPORATION

With a national distribution network, a toll -free
support line, next-day hardware replacement,
SULCUS offers installation , training, on-going support
and consultation, all from one source.
Comparison shop, certainly. But be sure to look at the
one others measure them selves against. Contact us now
for more information. Discover how you can ensure your
future, beginning today.

Call toll-free 800-245-7878
~-- -

------ - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -
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Corporation
Tell me more abou t how you Think Productivity
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ T itle _ __

~I

Name _

~~ I~

Company Name -

~~

Address

~I

C ity _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $ tate _

f:

81
Greensburg, Pa. 15601
412 / B36-2000

-

I

1
I
J

1
I
I

_

·

_

Zip _ _

Phone _ __

0 I'm considenng au toma trng . Please send me a free office
survey to determine my needs.
0 I'd like to know more about the Su lcus System .
Please have a representative call me.
0 Please contact me regardrng your Dealer Program .

Governmental Challenges Concern
For ALTA Governors

C

oncern over governmental challenges
to the title business has been expressed by all five members of the
ALTA Board of Governors profiled in this
issue of Title News.
They are Mike Currier, president, Guaranty Title Company, Carlsbad, New Mexico;
Cara L. Detring, vice president, St. Francois
County Abstract Company, Farmington, Missouri; Malcolm S. Morris, vice president-operations, Stewart Title Guaranty Company,
Houston, Texas; John A. Mueller, Jr., executive vice president and chief administrative
officer, American Title Insurance Company,
Miami, Florida; and Herbert Wender, chairman of the board and chief executive officer,
Commonwealth Land Title Insurance Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Following are the views expressed by these
ALTA governors on the above and other matters.

Mike Currier
Governor Currier has followed his grandfather and
father as a president of the
New Mexico Land Title
Association, and finds it especially troubling when personnel from a federal or
state agency decide to inCurrier
vestigate the title industry.
"I do not say this because we have anything
to hide," he commented, "but I say it because
of the almost total Jack of knowledge these
people have concerning the title industry. I
believe ALTA should be ready to provide the
best qualified members from our industry to
work with these investigators when the need
arises."

Governor Currier pointed out that a great
deal of energy recently has been devoted
within ALTA to working with all members of
the Association-from the smallest agent to
the largest underwriter-and urged that this
approach be continued.

Malcolm S. Morris
Governor Morris, who
previously served on the
ALTA Title Insurance and
Underwriters Section Executive Committee, feels
strong emphasis shou ld
continue to be placed on the
presentation of ALTA views
Morris
to federal and state government. He also believes that ALTA needs to
persist in objecting to the expansion of banking into the title business as a part of financial
institutions deregulation.
"ALTA also needs to work to upgrade our
membership, the involvement of our membership, and should stand for what is best for the
general welfare of our membership," he said.

Cara L. Detring
Governor Detring, an attorney who has been a leader in education and young
title people activity for both
I ALTA and the Missouri
Land Title Association, believes ALTA faces a major
challenge in educating the
Detring
federal government concerning the title business.
"We must be successful in shaping any new
legislation and regulations that directly affect

our industry," she added. We provide such a
good product and such good service for the
consumer that we must keep our industry
from becoming crippled by either regulation
or deregulation."
Governor Detring, who has served on
MLTA's legislative committee charged with
developing a proposed title insurance code for
the state and who has chaired the state association's title agent legislative committee, believes that the upswing in emphasis on input
from each ALTA member should be stressed
even more.

John A. Mueller, Jr.
Governor Mueller urged
higher visibility to create
more awareness of the title
business in both federal and
state governmental arenas.
He called for reversal or
appropriate modification of
IRS Revenue Ruling 83Mueller
17 4, which holds that a title
company may not treat amounts set aside in a
reserve, required by state statute, as unearned premiums and mentioned as another
major challenge the Federal Trade Commission investigation of the title industry centering on whether title searching and examination are part of the business of insurance.
Governor Mueller has served on the ALTA
Title Insurance Accounting Committee since
1971 and listed as major items before that
committee IRS Revenue Ruling 83-174, National Association of Insurance Commissioners Form 9 statutory filing revisions and rate

Continued on page 25
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R. "Joe" Cantrell
"A title agent for title people"

ERRORS
AND
OMISSIONS
INSURANCE
Escrow Agents ,- Loon Closers ,- Realty Sole Closers ,- Abstrac ters,Title Searchers - Title Examiners, - and Title Insurance Agents

~provides:
The BROADEST coverage:
The lowest rates:
Prompt and efficient service:
Coverage for prior acts:
Title experienc e and title knowledg e:
Title people to settle claims:

35 YEARS OF SERVICE TO THE TITLE AND ESCRO WCLOSING INDUSTRY
Let this 35-yeor service be used for your benefit

Title Pac
and
Escrow Pac

2108 N. Country Club Road
P.O. Box 857
Muskogee. OK 74401

Use Our Toll-Free Number
1.ao<>-J31-9759
(Except Alaska. Hawaii. and

918-683-0166

Oklahoma)

Taming the
Technological Tiger
from the plant to our competitors. Management is pleased but far from complacent.
An important conclusion reached by management during the technological struggle
that characterized the conversion is that the
company-and the title industry-must safeguard the future by taking part in the development of software that will greatly influence
our information management efficiency. First
American has acted accordingly by moving to
acquire an equity position in Document Data
Corporation of Orlando, Florida, a concern
producing title industry software capable of
running on different computers. Document
Data has pledged to make software available
to interested title companies at prices more
realistically related to what they can afford,
and on terms that will allow them to pay as
they earn.

Plant Dates to 1889

By William L. Thiss

M

anagement at more than one title
insurance company has learned
first hand that a substantial information systems commitment often means
grasping a technological tiger by the tail. Yet
the hazard is unavoidable if a major title concern is to remain competitively viable.
First American Title Insurance Company
has logged a memorable title plant automation
safari amortg the evergreens of Seattle. Challenges remain but we have turned the corner
after encountering serious cost overruns and
work product deficiencies during conversion;
these occurred before acquiring the plant
from the predecessor company in 1976.
Eight years later, the tiger still roars but is
much more well behaved. The plant and accompanying technology have improved substantially. Although Washington state law pro-

hibits jointly owned title plants, First
American has been able to cost justify an
impressive breakthrough in system development at the facility by selling title evidence

William L. Thiss is assistant vice president-plant
systems for First American
Title Insurance Company,
Seattle, Washington. He began his title insurance career in 1962, advanced
through various positions
to branch manager, and
was assigned responsibility for First American plant operations in Seattle in 1975. His
experience includes design and/or installation of word processing, accounting, escrow,
title searching and various other specialized
systems for title insurance and related industries.

Reviewing the history of the Seattle plant
-which was started by its predecessor owner
nearly 16 years ago-presents a memorable
picture of what can be encountered by title
company management in taming the technological tiger so competitive cost effectiveness
can be maintained. Because Washington state
law requires a title plant to include all records
dating back to statehood in 1889, the Seattle
facility now contains over 16 million postings
-making it what is believed to be the "deepest" plant in the nation in computer readable
form.
Creation of the plant began in 1969, when a
handful of keypunch operators started abstracting filmed documents onto 80-column
punch cards in a Seattle garage. It soon was
necessary to move the operation into a downtown office building and expand the key punch
staff to the neighborhood of 120.
Those early keypunchers would be amazed
if conducted on a tour of what the plant has
become in 1984. Imagine back at the beginning, loading 13 million punch cards through a
card reader, into the computer and out, just to
put them on magnetic tape. Even so, the initial
benefit was tremendous-condensing the
content of a room full of tract books into
microfilm that could be stored on top of a
desk. And, those microfilmed tract books
could be repeatedly duplicated.
The awkward nature of punch cards and
their vulnerability to multilation and moisture
Title News • December 1984 • 9

led to replacement of the key punch machines
with key-to-tape machines in the early 1970s.
The key-to-tape machines built by Singer
served as our main data entry device until we
began work to install a new system in 1978.
Through the key-to-tape machines, it was
possible to put more information into each
posting than with punch cards. Prior to arrival
of the key-to-tape machines, 80 characters
were the maximum length of a posting before
serious complications emerged.
By 1977, it was decided that the key-totape machines lacked adequate reliability and

work began to replace them with a very
impressive, high speed, FourPhase system.
After the cost overruns and deficiencies in
plant quality encountered earlier, the recommendation to local senior management that
we convert to a FourPhase was made with
some trepidation. The realization that our
information management commitment was
being precariously extended brought a redoubled effort to scrutinize every available resource-money, time and personnel. This
acutely careful management is the single
greatest factor in the success realized.

Besides being a high powered data entry
oriented machine, the FourPhase allowed us
to write and load standard Cobol programs for
our accounting system, bring up an excellent
word processing system developed by FourPhase and still left the necessary power for
future development of programs needed for
plant cleanup.
The FourPhase also featured impressive
communications capability. When using the
old key-to-tape machines, we sent magnetic
tape over to our service bureau each day by
messenger. Now, after dialing a phone number, the same information is transmitted electronically in just a few minutes.

Conversion Fonnidable Task

Re-creating zmdocumented title plant programs presented aformidable challenge for Robert Clemence, systems
programmer shown ab011e, during First American's Seattle plant conversion but the results were successful. In
the other photograph, Steve Dillow, systems programmer, retrieves a document from the HP 3000j68 system
printer in the ever changing First American computer room.
10 • December 1984 • Title News

A critical point in conversion of the plant
came when it was decided to simultaneously
add a programmer to staff, change service
bureaus because the one being used was not
performing satisfactorily in running our data,
update plant programs and change computer
environments. It was a formidable undertaking but we had no choice. We were spending
an enormous amount of time recovering from
one plant update disaster after another.
Our staff programmer came aboard, and we
engaged a high performance contract programmer to teach him what to do in a much
larger computer environment than we had at
the time-so our staff man could do what was
necessary to convert, build and maintain the
plant at the desired level.
The larger environment involved an awesome IBM application in the Seattle national
headquarters of Unigard Insurance Company,
which was second to none technically and
supported a sophisticated national network.
Within the installation were a huge IBM
370/168 water-cooled computer with row
upon row of double stacked, high density disk
drives. There were seven or eight high speed
tape drives and three 2,000-line-per-minute
printers attached. This system was so large
and telephone lines connected to it so numerous that an attached smaller computer was
necessary just to direct traffic for the telephone circuits.
Four or five people had to be assigned to
work with communications because of the size
of this computer operation. There were data
scopes that could be patched into any of the
phone lines in seconds to monitor transmitted
data and detect line problems.
Tapes were housed in a large, fireproof
vault and a full-time tape librarian was responsible for that mass of data. The owner company invited us to move our processing over to
this operation for the transition, and provided
some of their personnel to assist.
As it turned out, the original outside concern charged with developing the software
system for the plant did not leave behind any
plant software documentation. So our newly-

hired programmer and his mentor were faced
with the seemingly impossible task of changing computer environments and re-creating
most of our original programs without program documentation.
For those unfamiliar with programming,
there are two kinds of program code involved
in documentation. There is the source code,
which can be created and read by human
beings but which cannot be directly understood by the computer. And there is the object
code, which can be understood by the computer but not by people. The object code is
produced by running the source code through
a compiler (a type of translator). Object code
can be created from source code but not viceversa. Trying to modify or update a computer
system without source code was similar to
exploring a huge, underground cavern without
the benefit of light.

Plant System Re-created
During a period of less than three months,
our intrepid programmer and his mentor,
working "in the dark" without program documentation, succeeded in re-creating our plant
system-complete with full documentation,
new enhancements and tighter controls. Our
service bureau environment had been converted from an IBM 360/40-50 EDOS to an
IBM 370/168 OS/VS at the Unigard Insurance Company headquarters-definitely a
move from a "tenement" to "Park Avenue on
the Ritz."
In 1979, First American signed a master
software license agreement with Informata,
Inc., with intentions of installing Landex Systems in several of its branches where joint
plants would make sense. We, in the Seattle
office, were somewhat reluctant to accept a
Landex System at first because we felt the
amount of storage it had was too limited for
the data we had available to load. The temptation to reduce the plant to two levels soon
prevailed, however, and on May 1, 1981,
Seattle went on-line. Unfortunately, a year
later, Informata, Inc., went "off line."
In the latter stages of installing the Landex
System, we became aware of a new system
with substantially superior long-range potential-except for its price. Fortunately, interest by our competitors in purchasing a daily
copy of the plant increased at that time and we
were able as a result to cost justify the new
system-the Titon developed by Title Data,
Inc.-which was placed in operation in January, 1983. Titon came in on the most sophisticated and reliable piece of computing gear I
had yet seen in plant operations-the Hewlett/Packard 3000/40 with two 404 megabyte
disk drives, 1 megabyte of memory, a 1600
bpi tape drive and 16 terminals running from
it with 16 more possible.
Progress was clearly evident at last. With
the installation of the Hewlett/Packard, the

Diana Russ, First American data entry lead operator, puts the company's new high speed title plant data entry
system through its paces as the results are obsen,ed by Assistant Vice President.Plant Systems William L. Tbiss,
left, and Regional Vice President Thomas}. Brusca.

chances of system breakdown were greatly
diminished. I personally looked forward to the
decrease in "crashes" requiring my personal
attention, 30-hour weekend ordeals rebuilding
the plant because of hardware or software
failure, to updates that required 11/z hours
instead of seven or eight, and, most importantly, to a system that could be used for more
than one shift per day.
All this has come to pass but there also have
been problems related to progress. For example, we wanted to allow each outside user of
the new system to have as many terminals as
he neede~ and could afford. When the computer is in your office, however, you must use
phone lines to reach them and that adds to
their cost.
It was necessary for our personnel to learn
about new technological advancements such
as Digital Data Service phone lines, statistical
and time division multiplexing, short haul
modems, protocol conversion between async

and synchronous computers, and so forth.
Also, there is the pressure from users continually wanting to automate new things. Our
previous Landex computer was single purpose; the Hewlett/Packard is capable of running hundreds of applications, many of them
simultaneously. At First American in Seattle,
we now feel the pent-up demand being released for bigger, better, newer, faster and
more.
Since coming on line with Titon in January,
1983, the Seattle (King County) plant stays on
line an average of 21.25 hours a day, seven
days per week. Two more counties since have
been added to the plant system, along with 11
more user offices.
The computer has been upgraded twice to
the current Hewlett/Packard 3000/68. There
are currently 42 terminals running, with that

Continued on page 27
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Communication Far-Reaching Task
For Vice President-Public Affairs

E

ffective communication remains essential in reaching numerous ALTA
objectives and in building member
strength through unity. Serving as the Association staff professional in a wide variety of
communications endeavors is Vice PresidentPublic Affairs Gary L. Garrity, who plans,
develops and executes activity through various media to strengthen ALTA identity among
priority audiences.

According to Association Executive Vice
President Michael B. Goodin, "Gary's 16
years of experience in explaining to different
publics the vital services provided by ALTA
members are invaluable to the Association. It
has been a pleasure to watch Gary write and
edit as we have communicated with our members and other publics over the years."
Gary staffs four ALTA committees. His
assignments include the Public Relations

Committee, newly designated work with the
Liaison Committee with the National Association of Realtors, and continuing support for
the Education Committee and Land Title Systems Committee. His work with the Education
Committee includes the successful ALTA Regional Seminars. This year, these seminars
attracted 100 paid attendees at Bridgeton,
Missouri, and 110 paid attendees at Jantzen
Beach, Oregon. His responsibilities include
creative development and promotion, helping
to identify emerging trends and problems and
implementing the appropriate action at the
most advantageous moment.
Continued on page 30

ALTA Vice President.Public Affairs Gary L. Garrity is interviewed by jane Lehman, associate editor, Changing
Times magazine, for an article on closing as a cameraman videotapes the activity for the Association's VCR
membership recruiting presentation that will be available for showing at 1985 regional and state title
association conventions. About one fourth of the article was devoted to title insurance. In the other
photograph, ALTA Editorial Assistant jennifer A. Phillips checks over proofs for an issue ofTitle News.
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Begin with the best
number of users. But it must be done
economically and efficiently. And the
single integrated system must allow
all users to share information from the
same data base simultaneously.

Investing in a computer system is a
critical decision. It's a decision that
you, hopefully, will make only once.
One that will have great impact on
your clients, your employees, and the
growth of your business.
It's important that the system be
the very best, not only for today but
for the future. It should handle all
aspects of your business from title
documents and closing packages
through plant maintenance and
amortizations.

As you might have guessed, that
system is here today- Genesis.
Developed through years of
experience by Title Data experts,
Genesis can streamline your entire
office, generating your paperwork
faster and with fewer errors than you
ever thought possible.

You might want to start with a
basic system, adding capabilities as
your business grows. You'll want to be
able to add programs, boost the
power of the system and increase the

If you are the type of person who
strives to be the best, begin with
Genesis. Quite frankly, the best
performing title insurance package of
its kind.

(800} 525-8526

Genesis
Small title systems
from Title Data Inc.

.

\

I
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Setting Records All Over The Country!
Document Data Corporation is bringing the county records to the fingertips of title plants from coast to coast
• . • And setting records of their own.

FOR COMPREHENSIVE SERVICES! The
DMS/3000 is a complete, yet easy-to-use document management system. It's comprehensive
search provides instant retrieval of documents.
Along with an order management process that
allows you to enter all search requests at one
time, freeing valuable personnel for other duties.
You can handle more business with no increase
in staffing!
FOR ACCURACY! DMS/3000 state-of-the-art
computer technology has made document management as close to error-free as it will ever be!
This system was made for title plants who could
never before trust computers . . . but who need
them to remain competitive in the marketplace!
FOR CONVENIENCE! The Courthouse
::omes to you. In-office terminals provide the

continually updated records of your county. Your
DMS/3000 can be installed in less than 90 days
- a complete, totally affordable Document
Management System you'll use hundreds of
times a day!
FOR SIMPLICITY! THE DMS/3000 can be
easily mastered by your existing personnel. Forget all the mystery computers used to have.
Instead of intimidating your staff, DMS/3000
becomes their best friend.
You need to contact the people at Document
Data Corporation today. Set records for accuracy
and efficiency in your title plant operation. Join
the growing family of DMS/3000 users f y
e
looking for higher profitability throug
D c
ment Management System you n a
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AlTA Judiciary Committee
Report: Part IV
Prescriptive Easement Extent of Use
Weis v. Hovnanian Florida, Inc., 436
So.2d 258 (Fla. Fourth DCA 1983)
Appellants fenced two parcels of land and
placed animals on the land . Over the years,
the animals varied from chickens and rabbits
to horses , and the nature of the use and
length of time of each kind of use also
changed over a period of approximately 20
years . The trial court granted a prescriptive
easement for animal husbandry purposes in
perpetuity, finding that the appellants had
used the land for animal husbandry for over
20 years . An easement claimed by the plaintiffs as to another parcel was denied. The
appellants appealed the denial of the easement on Parcel Two, and the defendant cross
appealed the grant of the easement as to
Parcel One.
The issue was whether the plaintiffs were
entitled to a prescriptive easement for animal
husbandry purposes to the exclusion of any
use by the true owner.
The Fourth District Court of Appeals reversed the final judgment below as to Parcel
One, concluding that the plaintiffs were not
entitled to a prescriptive easement for animal
husbandry purposes which was so broad as
to totally exclude any use by the true owner.
The court stated further that such rights are
tantamount to title which can only be acquired through adverse possession which
plaintiffs did not claim.

Tax Resale Proceedin gsSufficiency of Notice to
Record Mortgagee
United States of America v. Malinka,
Original Opinion 54 Okla. B.A.J.
2984 (Okla. App. 1983) Petition for
Rehearing granted-Origi nal Opinion
Withdrawn 55 Okla. B.A.J. 392 (Okla.
App. 1984)
Malinka purchased property at a tax resale. Malinka subsequently sought to quiet title to the property based upon the tax resale
deed. The United States of America (mort-

gagee) was the holder of the record of a
mortgage encumbering subject property . The
mortgage was executed and recorded prior
to the tax resale proceedings . In accordance
with Oklahoma law, notice of the resale
proceedings was given to the owner of the
real property by mail , and general notice of
the resale was given by publication . No actual
notice was given to the mortgagee. The
Oklahoma statutes did not require that actual
notice be given to the mortgagee of record.
The mortgagee challenged the sufficiency of
the notice on the basis that constructive notice is not sufficient to comply with the due
process of law requirements of the constitu tion . The trial court rejected the challenge
and quieted title in Malinka. The issue on appeal was whether constructive notice to a
mortgagee of a tax resale proceeding was
sufficient to comply with due process of law.
The court of appeals, in its original opinion
rendered November 22 , 1983, affirmed the
trial court. On rehearing , the court of appeals
considered the effect of the decision of the

Supreme Court of the United States in Mennonite Board of Missions v.
Adams
U.S.
, 103 5.Ct.
2706 (1983). The court noted that the Indiana
statutes regarding tax sales in Mennonite
and the Oklahoma statutes regarding such
sales were strikingly similar. The court noted
that the central difference between Mennonite and the case at bar was the fact that
the tax deed in question derived from a tax
resale directly from the county treasurer
whereas in Mennonite, the deed derived from
a certificate tax deed . (Under Oklahoma law ,
if there are no successful bidders at the original tax sale, the county treasurer can bid off
the real property for the amount of taxes
thereon in the name of the county. The Oklahoma statutes provide for a two-year
redemption period by the owner following
sale for taxes. If there is no purchaser at the
sale, the county treasurer is authorized to
hold a tax resale after the statutory two-year
period of redemption has run .)
The court stated that the broad language in
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RAGWARE SETTLEMENT SYSTEM
MASTER MENU
1 - SYSTEM PERSONALIZATION
2 - STATEMENT ENTRY & UPDATE
3 - STATEMENT PRINTOUT
4 - SELECT PRINTER
5 - CHANGE SYSTEM DISK
6 - EXIT SYSTEM
SELECT FUNCTION

Presents ...
LAND TITLE
AUTOMA TION IN
WORDS & PICTURE S

The first Land Title automation system is still the
foremost.

One company was responsible
for beginning it all. We introduced automation to the
industry, with the first two
programs designed for land
title professionals.

In the mid-70's, Settlemen t/
Disclosure was installed in
pilot locations. It offered computerized production of...

To enable users to prepare
personalized schedules for
any type of loan over any time
frame.

When time closes in, the
single input feature means all
of this information can be
modified and re-done in a
matter of minutes.

balance s
stateme
check reg

RAGWARE AMORTIZATION SYSTEM
MASTER MENU
1 - PERSONALIZATION/SELECT PRINTER
2 - AMORTIZATIONS
3 - CHANGE SYSTEM DISK
4 - EXIT SYSTEM
SELECT FUNCTION

When our customers wanted
new ways to attract their
customers, we developed an
Amortizatio n program. ..

RAGWARE REGULATION Z
MASTER MENU
1 - OPTIONAL CALCULATIONS
2 - REG Z ENTRY /UPDATE
3 -CALCULATE/PRINT DATA
4 - SELECT PRINTER
5 - CHANGE SYSTEM DISK
6 - EXIT SYSTEM
SELECT FUNCTION

For those preparing lender
documents, Regulation Z prepares truth-in-len ding disclosures and good faith
estimates.

legal
tained in
document

RAGWARE TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
MASTER MENU
1 - SULCUS TO SULCUS
2- SULCUS TO OTHER
3- PLAYBACK CONVERSATION FROM DISK
4 - CHANGE SYSTEM DISK
5 - EXIT SYSTEM
SELECT FUNCTION

We get users off to a good
start, with a solid grounding in
their systems and software
via thorough training by
SULCUS professionals.

Telecomm unications turns
the office into a communications center, transferring
information instantaneo usly
among branches, offices, and
outside sources.

. l
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RAGWARE FORMS GENERATION
MASTER MENU
1 - DESIGN FORMS
2 -CLIENT FILE ENTRY PRINT
3- TRANSFER BASE FILES
4 - TYPEWRITER MODE
5 - SELECT PRINTER
6 - CHANGE SYSTEM DISK
7 - EXIT FORMS SYSTEM

Using the same data files,
Forms Generation enabled
use and re-use of information
with single input to .. .

8

-N

Allowing the user to rapidly
discern closing distance, right
of ways, easements, and overlaps, and to scale the plot as
desired.

RAGWARE INDEXING SYSTEM
MASTER MENU
1- STARTUP
2 - STORE CASES
3 - RETRIEVE/TRANSFER CASES
4- ENTER/MODIFY CASES
5 - SELECT PRINTER
6 - CHANGE SYSTEM DISK
7 - EXIT INDEXING SYSTEM

Design and produce IDJ.Y form
(policies, agreements of sale,
deeds, notes, mortgages)
automatically, easily, and
rapidly.

RAGWARE ESCROW ACCOUNTING
MASTER MENU
1-BANK FILE
5-REPORTS
2-CLIENT FILE
6-SELECT PRINTER
3-TRANSACTIONS 7-CHANGE SYSTEM DISK
4-RECONCILE
8-EXIT SYSTEM
SELECT FUNCTION

Escrow accounting pulls information from the data base
for up to 1 0 banks and 500
clients on each files disk.

Multi-user systems and hard
drives heighten production
capabilities, storage capacity,
and speed, allowing more
people to benefit from more
power.

SULcUS®

fiON
Y & UPDATE
PRINTOUT
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EM DISK

.le plants are
;ible than ever
1g of the Mass
trieval §ystem
cechnology.

Other programs followed.
With Indexing, users could
track key information, draw it _
from closed cases, store it,
then re-use it in new files.

Computer
Corporation

Bank & Trust Building
41 North Main Street
Greensburg, Pa. 15601

Continual support and enhancements keep the users'
systems always current with
their needs, bringing us full
cycle: One company is still
responsible for everything.

All this and portability too. The
Model 6000P, the latest in a
long line of advances for the
land title industry.

Be sure to watch for the next
installment of the exciting
adventure of land title automation ... Brought to you by
SULCUS.

Mennonite requires that in either case (tax
sale or tax resale), the mortgagee of real
property subject to forfeiture for the owner's
failure to pay real estate taxes is entitled to
actual notice before its constitutionally protected interests in the real property can be
terminated .
The court held that, under the guidelines
set out in Mennonite, the Oklahoma tax sale
and resale procedures as applied to the
mortgagee in the case at bar, are unconstitutional and void.

Tax Sale-Right of
Redemption
Devine v. Nantucket, 16
Mass.App.Ct. 548 (1983)
In this case it appeared that one George R.
Stimpson was the owner of property in Nantucket in 1896 and that he failed to pay the
taxes on that property. The town, through a
tax sale, acquired title to this property in
1898. The plaintiff thereafter, nearly 100
years later, paid to Stimpson 's heirs $200 for
a quitclaim deed of the property which had
been the subject of the tax sale . The plaintiff
then commenced action in the land court to
redeem the property , asserting flaws in the
tax sale. The plaintiff claimed that the twoyear right of redemption as provided by statute was suspended due to the fact that the
collector of taxes never sold the lots obtained under the tax title, and that until such
sale occurred the right of redemption
contined to exist.
The issue was whether a right of redemption still was in existence under these facts .
The court began that the law relating to the
redemption of land from a tax sale is that law
which is in effect at the time of the sale . The
court then quoted the statute then in effect. It
provided that:
The owner of real estate taken or sold
for the payment of taxes ... may within two
years from the day of the taking or sale redeem the estate taken or sold by paying or
tendering to the collector . . . the amount of
the tax for which the property was taken
[or by tendering to the purchaser of the
property the amount he paid for it].
The court further noted that Stimpson
made no efforts , during the two-year statutory period provided , to redeem the property
from the tax sale. The court continued that
under the law as it existed at the time of the
sale " the right of redemption after a tax sale
or taking was foreclosed by mere expiration
of a certain period of time without notice to
the parties. "
The court concluded that:
The flaw in the (plaintiff's] position is
that the collector, under [the statute], may
not sell property until the redemption period has expired .... Whatever may be the
consequence of his failure to dispose of
tax title property , it cannot logically be to
breathe life back in to the right of redemption because if that were so , the collector
could not sell the property. That in turn
would make nonsense of so much of (the
statute) as permits the collector to sell the
property " at such time as he deems best"
or " upon demand. "
Insight: The appeals court restated its
proposition that "there is an interest in the
stability of tax titles, " and succinctly, the
court made clear its position not to casually
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overturn tax sales when the same are challenged .

Street Vacation-Easement
-Ownership
Tanner v. Shirkey, 5 Ohio App. 3d
225 (1982)
Appellants and appellees are abutting
property owners to alleyways , which were
dedicated to the Village of Delta, Ohio, and
subsequently vacated by the village.
Appellees claim they are entitled to the entire
width of the vacated alleyways . Appellants
assert they are entitled to a one-half tee
interest in the alleyways which abut their
property, and further entitled to an easement
with respect to those areas which are used
as access to their residence and their
agricultural fields . Appellants stipulate that
they have alternate routes to their residence
and agricultural fields .
The issue was ownership of the vacated
alleys shall be vested.
Where a street is vacated by a city, the
land of which it was comprised passes in
equal halves to the abutting lot owners ,
Taylor v. Carpenter , 45 Ohio St. 2d 137, 139.
This principle applies even though the
abutting lot owners (landowners) no longer
need the vacated street for ingress and
egress.
Insight: A private easement in a vacated
street is continued in favor of an abutting
landowner only when th e injury to the
landowner is different both in degree and
kind from that to the general public.

Tax Sale-Validity
Hilde v. Dixon, 16 Mass.App.Ct. 901
(1983)
In 1935, the collector of taxes for the Town
of Kingston made a tax taking against property which had belonged to Marks F.
Braunecker and , rather than foreclose the tax
title in the land court, the collector decided to
apply to the commissioner of corporations
and taxation for an affidavit and authority to
sell the property as land of low value . Those
proceedings were completed on April 20,
1939, when the treasurer of the town conveyed the property to the Town of Kingston ,
which , in 1956, conveyed the property to
Dixon .
Evidence showed that Marks F. Braunecker had died in 1932, and that the taxes for
which the property had been taken were
those that were assessed as of April 1, 1933.
Additionally, the evidence indicated that at
the time of the taking there was filed in the
probate court a petition for the probate of the
estate of Marks F. Braunecker.
The issue was whether the heirs of Braunecker can bring an action against the heirs of
Dixon in an effort to upset the procedural
integrity of the tax title.
The court noted that the collector of taxes
in making his demand is charged with notice
of the probate proceedings and that it was
true, therefore, that at the time of the assessment, Marks F. Braunecker was not a " person appearing of record " to be the owner of
property and that there may have been a
technical non-compliance with G.L.c. § 11.
The court noted , however, that, in making
his demand , the collector of taxes had sent a

notice to Marks F. Braunecker and that said
notice had never been returned . Moreover,
there was evidence that the heirs of Braunecker received the notice and were aware of
its contents . Accordingly, the court, in citing
G.L.c. 60 §37, indicated that, although there
was a technical error or irregularity in the
procedure concerning the tax title, the same
was " neither substantial nor misleading ."
Insight: The court made clear its position
concerning challenges to tax titles of this nature, especially where it appears that the
challenge is the result of the efforts of others
who should be minding their own business.
" We have here another instance of
prospecting among old tax titles for nuggets
in the form of procedural flaws. "

Tenancy by the EntiretyInsurance Proceeds
Regnante v. Baldassare, 15
Mass.App.Ct. 718 (1983)
Mr. and Mrs . Baldassare owned certain
properties as tenants by the entirety. The
property was insured against fire by Merrimack Mutual Fire Insurance Company, and
the policy which was issued contained the
following printed provision :
Death of insured . In the event of death of
the named insured , the definition of " insured " is modified as follows : land] the
named insured shall mean: (1) the spouse,
if a resident of the household at the time of
such death ; and (2) the legal representative
but only with respect to the premises and
property of the deceased covered under
this policy at the time of such death .
The insured premises were damaged by
fire , and the insurance company agreed to
settle for $23,000. This was acceptable to
Mr. Baldassare but Mrs. Baldassare refused
to sign the proof of loss, claiming that it was
unsatisfactory. Mr. Baldassare died soon
thereafter.
The issue was whether the settlement proceeds should be paid to Mrs. Baldassare
alone or to her in conjunction with Mr.
Regnante, Mr. Baldassare's special administrator.
The court, in interpreting the language of
the insurance policy, held:
The quoted printed provision of the policy (concerning the definition of "named insured " in the event of his or her death)
seems wholly inapposite and ambiguous
when the named insureds are husband and
wife holding by the entirety and one insured spouse is survived by the other. No
evidence suggests that either insured
spouse or the insurer intended to do more
(or less) than to insure the estate by the
entirety , in accordance with its usual 1953
incidents . We regard the pri nted provision
as having no clear relevance to the distribution of the insurance proceeds and
deal with the proceeds as so closely related to the estate by the entirety as to be
essentially a substitute for the damaged
property.
In 1953, the incidents of an estate by the
entirety in real estate were well established . . .. The husband was entitled to
possession and control of the premises
during marriage and to any rents and profits, but upon the death of either spouse,
the survivor would take the whole estate.
In Massachusetts, an estate by the en-
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tirety may exist in personal property ... .
We perceive no reason why insurance proceeds of the destruction of a building
owned by the entirety should not remain an
asset held by the entirety.
Accordingly . notwithstanding the language
of the fire policy, the court held that the proceeds would be treated just as the real estate would be treated . and would be held by
the entirety.

Title Insurance AgentsProperty Rights in Policies
Pacific Title vs . Pioneer National Title
33 Wn App874 658 P 2d684 (1983)
Petition for review denied 99Wn
2d1020
A 10-year agency agreement between title
insurer and agent ended in 1974. Title insurer
entered into agency relationship with another
company and supplied new agent with copies
of policies prepared by former agent. Old
agent brought an action claiming the principal-agent relationship was reversed and
that it had an exclusive property right in the
information contained in the policies it prepared.
Held: The title insurer was the principal .
and it could use the policies any way not
forbidden in agency contract.

Title Insurance-Chain of
Title-Sellers' Obligations
Security Title and Guaranty
Company v. Mid-Cape Realty, Inc.,
United States Court of Appeals, First
Circuit, 723 F2 2150 (1983)
Good title could be established in Susan
Underwood in 1917. In that year, she conveyed the premises to Clarence Burgess but
the deed . which did not correctly describe the
lot because one of the courses was reversed , was not recorded until 1926. Ultimately, Burgess ' title, through mesne conveyances , devolved to Elizabeth Marsh.
Notwithstanding Marsh 's title, there appeared to be another chain of title. This chain
of title began with the death of Susan Underwood . Upon her death (which apparently occurred before the recordation of the Burgess
deed), Eleanor Underwood Mahoney, a residuary devisee under Susan Underwood 's will ,
believed that she had succeeded to the title
to the premises , although the same were not
included in the inventory filed in the estate.
Thereafter, Mahoney prepared a plan of locus , and this plan became a basis for a subsequent deed description which was correct.
Louis Handler, who abutted the locus , offered to pay Mahoney $2,300 for the property. A title examination was completed , and
the examining counsel determined that title
was good in Mahoney for purposes of mortgage security, and thereupon title was conveyed to Handler. Thereafter, David Haerle
agreed to purchase the property from Handler, employed counsel to examine the title ,
and made arrangements to obtain a policy of
title insurance thereon.
Sometime before the consummation of the
sale from Handler to Hoerle, Marsh made
claim to the property by notifying Handler,

his attorney and the broker. Notwithstanding
the communications from Marsh , Handler
never notified Haerle of any difficulties with
the title .
After Handler sold th e property to Hoerle ,
Marsh continued to make claims , and the title
insurance company had the title re-examined. Upon re-exam ination , it wa s determined
that Marsh was the true owner of the property. Thereupon the title company settled with
Marsh , and brought an action of subrogation
against Hoerle , and others .
The issue was whether the seller owed a
duty to the purchaser to divulge the alleged
claim against the title.
The plaintiff relied on M.G.L.c. 184, Section
21 , which stated :
If real property upon which an encumbrance exists is conveyed by deed or mortgage , the grantor, in whatever capacity he
may act, shall , before the consideration is
paid , by exception of the deed or otherwise make known to the grantee the existence and nature of such prior encum brance so far as he has knowledge thereof.
In asserting that Marsh 's claim was an encumbrance, however, plaintiff's counsel
quoted Prescot v. Truman , 4 Mass . 627
(1808). That case holds that " every right to,
or interest in land ... (resulting in) the diminution of the value of the land , but consistent
with the passing of the fee of the land by the
conveyance, must be deemed by law an encumbrance. We say consistent with the passing of the fee of the land by conveyance, because if nothing passed by th e deed, th e
grantee cannot hold the estate under the
grantor."
The question of what is and what is not an
encumbrance was recently addressed in Triangle Center Inc. v. Department of Public
Works, 386 Mass. 858 (1982). That case concerned itself with reg istered land , but the discussion as to encumbrances is applicable to
the facts of the present case . In the Triangle
case, the court noted that the registration
statute did not provide a definition for the
word " encumbrance " but stated :
Black 's Law Dictionary 473 (5th Ed .
1979) defines encumbrance as " (a)ny right
to, or interest in land which may subsist in
another in diminution of its value, or rights
that can be removed from the bundle of
rights traditionally associated with ownership of the land ."
The Security Court therefore indicated that,
since Marsh 's claim was not in the nature of
an encumbrance, but was a claim as to entire
ownership of property, there was no obligation, under G.L.c. 184 section 21 , for Handler, the seller, to advise Hoerle of the adverse matter. The court then went on to say:
We find no other authority for imposing
on the seller or his attorney a duty to disclose in the circumstances revealed by this
record . We might have concluded that con sistently (sic) with the trend in related fields
of law the Massachusetts court would impose a duty of full disclosure of known title
problems if it were not for the recent case
of Nie v. Burley , 388 Mass . 307 (1983). In
that case, the supreme judicial court held
that there was no obligation on the part of
a seller to disclose the existence of a seasonal water course on the land , particularly
when the information was discoverable by
the exercise of due diligence on the part of
the buyer.
This leads to the arguable anomalous result that the seller must disclose known en-

cumbrances under the statute (M .G.L.c.
184 Section 21) but need not disclose a
known colorable claim that the seller has
no title at all. On the other hand , the anomaly is minimized by Massachusetts ' comprehensive title recording system , which
we suppose would fully justify placing the
risk of failure of record title squarely on the
buyer. In any case, our duty as a federal
court is to apply what we perceive as the
Massachusetts law, not to rationalize it.

Title Insurance-Anti-Trust
-Sherman Act-McCarran
Ferguson
First American Title Company of
South Dakota and First American
Title Insurance Company of South
Dakota v. South Dakota Land Title
Association, South Dakota
Abstracters Board of Examiners, et
a/. 714F2 1439 USCA 8 (1983)
Local agent for foreign title insurance company and domestic title insurance company
brought action against association of land title abstracters , state agency regulating title
abstracters , and individual licensed abstracters , alleging violations of the Sherman Act.
The district court, Bogue , chief Judge, held
that: (1) allegation that defendants violated
Sherman Act by enforcing and attempting to
enforce statute requ iring all title insurance
policies issued in state to contain countersignature of abstracter was barred by the
McCarran-Ferguson Act; (2) allegation that
defendants violated Sherman Act by engaging in certain litigation and attempts to influence enactment of statutes governing the
issuance of title insurance policies were
barred by the First Amendment and the
Noerr-Pennington doctrine; (3) allegation that
defendants violated Sherman Act by enforcing and attempting to enforce certain statutes
and regulations and by attempting to establish a fee schedule for countersignatures to
be provided by abstracters on title insurance
policies was barred by the state action doctrine .
Certiorari was denied by the U.S. Supreme
Court.

Title Insurance ContractsCollateral Estoppel Not
Available as a Defense to
Claim
Polsfoot et ux vs. Transamerica Title
Insurance Company 47 OR APP 261
614 P2d 1173 (1980)
Wanda Johnson and James Johnson , husband and wife, purchased property on a land
sale contract from Foster. Thereafter, the
Johnsons were divorced and the west half of
the property was awarded to James Johnson
under the marriage dissolution decree.
Wanda Johnson then sold her portion of
the property to Polsfoot under a contract
which erroneously included all of the property originally purchased by the Johnsons. In
examining title, Transamerica overlooked the
decree awarding the west half of the property
to James Johnson and issued its policy to
Polsfoot insuring the entire tract.
When the seller sued to reform the conTide News • December 1984 • 21

tract description, Transamerica declined to
defend the purchaser on the grounds that if a
mutual mistake had been made no loss would
be suffered . In the suit between buyer and
purchaser, the court concluded that mutual
mistake had in fact been made and reformed
the contract.
The purchaser then sued Transamerica on
their title insurance policy and Transamerica
raised the defense of collateral estoppel.
It was held that the decree reforming the
JohnsonjPolsfoot Contract did not relieve
Transamerica of its duty to provide a defense
in that action, nor was the insured estopped ,
by that decree, from presenting a claim under the title insurance policy.
The majority opinion contains the following
statement at page 269 of the reported case:
" The parties 'mistake ' in the land sale contract was in thinking the description was accurate. To give the title insurance company a
collateral benefit from that mistake suggests
that in every instance where there is a mistake between the parties to the property
transaction which would support reformation,
the insured can escape its contractual duties.
Such a retrospective assessment of the
insured 's duties amounts to writing a new insurance contract and reflects an improper
use of collateral estoppel. "
The majority opinion appears to imply that
Transamerica should have sued to reform
their policy at which time the issues could
have been re-litigated . A strongly-worded dissent criticizes the majority opinion for remanding the case, thus giving plaintiff an
opportunity to recover damages for a defect
of title created and known by the plaintiffs
and excluded from coverage under the title
policy. In the words of the dissenting justice ,
" The majority's error is compounded by their
giving the plaintiffs a second bite at the apple."
Comment: It appears that title insurers
should seriously consider reformation of their
policies in cases of this nature.

Title Insurance Coverage
Second Benton Harbor Corporation
v. St. Paul Title Insurance
Corporation; Decided June 21 , 1983,
337 NW 2nd 585 (Michigan Appeals
Court 1983)
Insured under a title insurance policy conveyed property to third party. Third party
sought to enforce insured 's right of action
under the policy for loss as a result of an ex isting easement which was not shown in the
policy . The terms of the policy provided that
its coverage remained in force as long as the
insured retained an interest in the land or
was liable by reasons of covenants of warranty made by the insured in any transfer or
conveyance . The third party sought to recover the cost of purchasing the missed
easement. Trial court granted summary judgment for the defendants , which was affirmed
on appeal.
The issue was whether a third party , who
acquired title by quit claim deed , has a right
of action under a title insurance policy , which
provided that coverage would cease upon
conveyance by the insured without
convenants of warranty .
The appeals court held that the trial court
was correct in finding for the defendant, St.
Paul Title Insurance Corporation , in ordering
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a summary judgment. The court reasoned
that the third party , in accepting a quit claim
deed , had no cause of action against the insured , and furthermore the insured could not
suffer any future damages by conveying the
property without convenants of warranty.
The quit claim deed terminated the insured 's
cause of action under the policy and the purchaser could not acquire any rights thereunder. The court pointed out that the insured
had conveyed the property to the third party,
purchaser prior to suffering any loss or receiving any acknowledgement or rejection of
a claim from defendant, St. Paul Title Insurance Corporation. The court therefore upheld
the terms and provisions of the policy which
barred any claim by the purchaser.
Insight: We agree with the decision. Accepting title under a quit claim deed leaves
the purchaser without recourse against his
grantor and a reasonable , prudent purchaser
would ordinarily insure his interest against
his risk .

Title Insurance-Settlement
of Claim
Holinda v. Title & Trust Co. of
Florida, 438 So. 2d 56 (Fla . 5th DCA
1983)
Title & Trust Company, appellee , failed to
except fou r liens in the title insurance policy
issued to the Holindas, appellants . The appellants subsequently discovered and paid
off the liens in order to consummate a re-sell
of the property. Appellants sued Title & Trust
for damages under their title policy. Appellee
defended by claiming no liability because of
paragraph 7 of the policy which provides:
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
No claim shall arise or be maintainable under this policy .. .
(c) for liability voluntarily assumed by an
insured in settling any claim or suit
without prior written consent of the
company.
Summary judgment was entered for insurer, and insureds appealed .
The issue was whether parties to a title
policy can contract to require notice and written consent prior to settling claims .
The Fifth District Court of Appeals found
that the parties could validly contract to require such advance notice and written con sent, in order to prevent insureds from settling a questionable claim and then
demanding indemnification from the insurer.
Although failure of the insured to give timely
notice of loss in contravention of the policy
may establish a legal basis for denial of liability , the court held that the insured may recover if he can show that the late notice did
not prejudice the insurer. The circuit court
summary judgment was reversed and remanded to determine the issue of prejudice
to Title & Trust.

Trusts-Duty of Trustee to
Inform Beneficiary of Sale
and to Obtain Best Price
Allard vs. Pacific National Bank, 99
Wn2d 394 663 P 2d104 (1983)
Corporate testamentary trustee, with " full
power to ... manage, improve , sell , lease ,
mortgage, pledge, encumber, and exchange

the whole or any part of the assets of (the)
trust estate " under the prudent man rule ,
sold the sole asset to assignee of lessee under a 99-year lease , which contained a right
of refusal. Beneficiaries alleged that trustee
breached its fiduciary duty because it failed
to inform them of the pending sale and because it failed to get an independent appraisal of the property .
Held : Under the trust agreement, the
trustee was not required to secure consent of
the beneficiaries before selling the property.
However, it owes the beneficiaries the highest degree of good faith , care , loyalty and integrity . It should have given the beneficiaries
the opportunity to outbid the lessee, and it
should have either offered the property for
sale on the open market or obtained an independent outside appraisal.

Vendor and PurchaserSpecific Performance
Bell vs. Alsip, 435 So.2d 840 (Fla.
Fourth DCA 1983)
Buyer entered into a contract with the
seller to purchase the seller's house. The
contract provided for return of the buyer's
deposit if the seller did not execute the contract or failed to close. Further, if the sale did
not close because of the fault of the buyer,
the broker and seller would split the buyer's
deposit. Additionally , it provided " these directions as to disbursements of the deposit
shall not affect the rights of the seller or
buyer to pursue any action for enforcement
of this contract or for damages because of
non-performance by defaulting party." The
buyer elected not to proceed with the closing
of the transaction . The seller brought an action for specific performance of the real estate contract. The circuit court denied specific performance basing its finding on the
purchaser's right to avoid the contract by forfeiting their deposit. The vendors appealed.
The issue was whether the purchaser has
a right to avoid the contract by merely forfeiting the deposit.
Finding that the provision " shall not affect
the rights of the parties to pursue any action
for enforcement of this contract .. . ," was
clear and unambiguous , and that the parties
agreed thereto, the Fourth District Court of
Appeals held that the clause was not one for
liquidated damages . Therefore , the court reversed the circuit court's judgment and held
that the sellers were entitled to specific performance due to the uniqueness of real estate.

Water-Public Trust Doctrine
-Private Beaches
Matthews v. Bay Head Improvement
Association, 95 N.J. 306, 471 A.2d
355 (1984)
The defendant Bay Head Improvement
Association controlled and supervised beach
front property that it owned outright or
leased from private owners . Membership in
the association was limited to residents of
the Borough of Bay Head and their guests.
Except for fishermen , who were permitted to
walk through the upper dry sand area to the
foreshore , only members of the association
and their guests were permitted to use the
beach during the summer season. The plain -

tiffs brought the action, seeking to have the
court issue a declaratory judgment prohibiting the practice of the defendants in denying
and restricting access to the oceanfront and
blocking the use of the upland dry sand area
by the general public.
The plaintiffs contended that defendants
denied the general public its right to access
to beach lands held in the public trust for all
the people.
The major issue was whether, ancillary to
the public's right to enjoy tidal lands , the public has the right to gain access through and
to use the dry sand area held in private ownership.
Under the public trust doctrine, the ownership , dominion and sovereignty over land
flowed by tidal waters , which extend to the
mean high water mark, is vested in the state
in trust for the people. The public's right to
use the tidal lands and water encompasses
navigation , fishing and recreational uses, including bathing , swimming and other shore
activities.
The court held that, in order to exercise
the rights guaranteed by the public trust doctrine , the public must have access to tidal
waters over the privately-owned dry sand areas. Without some means of access , the
public 's right to use the foreshore would be
meaningless . The court further held that reasonable enjoyment of the foreshore and the
tidal waters cannot be realized without the
right of the public to sunbathe and generally
enjoy recreational activities on the dry sand
beach .
The court 's decision was grounded upon
the extension of the public trust doctrine and
not upon any notions of prescription , dedication or local custom.
Notwithstanding that the court stated that
the public does not have an unrestricted right
to use all privately-owned beaches and that
the extent of the public's rights will depend
on the circumstances of each case, the decision will have a far-reaching impact on the
ownership of privately-owned beach areas.

Water Rights
Anderson v. Bell, 433 So.2d 1202
(Fla. 1983)
Plaintiff, Anderson , purchased a tract of
land in 1965. A small , non-navigable creek
flowed through this property. Anderson
owned all of the lands contiguous to the
creek. Anderson dammed the creek to create
a lake. The lake that was created flooded
property owned by Lewis and Watson . Lewis
and Watson sued Anderson for damages. A
settlement agreement was reached whereby
Lewis and Watson conveyed a flowage easement to Anderson for $10,000.
Bell purchased the property owned by
Lewis and Watson. Bell and his guests attempted to use all of the lake for boating and
fishing . Anderson brought an action to enjoin
Bell and his guests from using any portion of
the surface waters that lie above the bottom
land owned by Anderson . There was no dispute as to Bell 's right to use the surface waters that lie above the bottom land owned by
Bell.
The circuit court found Anderson did not
have exclusive rights to use the surface waters over his bottom land and denied the
injunction . The First District Court of Appeals
affirmed. Anderson appealed the decision to

the supreme court, which accepted jurisdiction due to a conflict of decisions between
the First and Second District Courts of Appeals.
The issue was whether an owner of lands
that lie contiguous to or beneath a portion of
a man-made lake has a right to the beneficial
use of the entire lake merely by a virtue of
the fact of ownership of the contiguous land .
The supreme court held that the owner of
property that lies adjacent to or beneath a
man-made, non-navigable water body is not
entitled to the beneficial use of the surface
waters of the entire water body by sole virtue
of the fact that the owner owns contiguous
lands. The court noted that this is the established rule in other jurisdictions as well as the
common law.
The court noted that there were other principles which would allow the expansion of
this holding depending upon the factual
circumstances of each case . However, in this
case where the owners had an opportunity to
negotiate a settlement, where the damaged
parties were compensated for their loss, and
where no rights to use the whole lake were
exchanged , the court saw no reason to expand this rule . Therefore, the supreme court
reversed the First District Court of Appeal 's
decision.
Chairman's comments: There are cases
to the contra. See Filling and Building of
Small Lakes 45 Washington Law Review 27
(1970).

Water-Tidelands
Dickinson v. Fund for Support of
Free Public Schools, 95 N.J. 65,
_A.2d_ (1983)
The New Jersey Constitution was
amended on November 3, 1981 , by providing
that the state must specifically define and assert its claims to land that had not been tidally flowed for a period of 40 years . The state
was required to act within the 40-year period
or be barred from asserting its claims. However, the amendment afforded the state an
additional one-year period ending November
3, 1982, within which to define and assert
claims with respect to tidelands that had not
been flowed for 40 or more years before
November 3, 1981 .
A 1968 statute delineated a methodology
that was to be used to enable the state to
determine and certify those lands which it
finds are state-owned lands. In accordance
with the mapping statute, the state proceeded to investigate all tidal property in
which it might have an interest. Photomaps
were prepared showing lands subject to investigation for areas now or formerly below
mean high water together with scribed overlays of those maps depicting a line where it
was alleged the water had tidally flowed.
It was with reference to delineation of the
state 's claims within the one-year period ending November 3, 1982, that the Tidelands Resource Council (the state's tidelands agent)
on May 27, 1982, approved the publication of
713 maps; however, not all base photomaps
had a corresponding claim overlay map.
A major issue was how the state might define and assert a claim under the amendment.
The court held that the determination and
certification that lands are owned by the state
calls for more stringent requisites than simply asserting a claim; the 1968 mapping statute does not prescribe an exclusive method

through which the state may specifically define and assert a claim to riparian lands
pursuant to the constitutional amendment;
the base photomaps supplemented by the
claim overlays constitute a sufficient delineation of the state's claims to satisfy the
constitutional amendment and the base
photomaps without such overlays are not
sufficient; the filing of the maps and overlays
with the secretary of state and county and
municipal authorities are notice to the public
and the property owners of the land depicted
on the maps; and the amendment is valid under the New Jersey and federal constitutions.

Zoning
Hull vs. Miami Shores Village, 435
So.2d 868 (Fla. Third DCA 1983)
Appellant/property owners commenced an
action in the circuit court seeking a declaration that the use of certain property in Miami
Shores Village for administrative offices of
the archdiocese was in conflict with the zoning code and for an injunction prohibiting
construction of the administrative building .
The circuit court found that the administrative
building was not inconsistent with the onefamily dwelling characteristic of the village as
a matter of law. Property owners appealed .
The issue was whether the archdiocese's
administrative building is directly related to a
place of worship and not inconsistent with
the one-family dwelling characteristic of the
Village.
Appellees relied upon a provision in the
zoning schedule of regulations which permits
use of the land for an ancillary purpose
consistent with the "one-family dwelling "
characteristic of the community: Churches,
other places of worship, Sunday school
buildings and uses directly related thereto.
The district court reasoned that as a permitted ancillary use, these activities conducted
at such facilities must be at least primarily for
the benefit of those persons who attend or
are members of the congregation using those
facilities , such as the residents of nearby single-family homes.
The district court of appeals held that the
archdiocese's administrative building , 80 per
cent of which was utilized for administrative
services to the entire archdiocese, serving
135 parishes, and the remaining 20 per cent
of which was utilized as a parish church for
the village, violated the applicable zoning ordinance, and reversed the circuit court 's decision.

Zoning, Restrictions-Single
Family
Beres v. Hope Homes, Inc. , 6 Ohio
App. 3d 71 (1982)
The palt restrictions of Hilltop Acres Allotment provide that only single-family residences shall be erected or maintained . Hope
Homes, Inc., wishes to buy an existing house
and install a residential care facility for six
women with developmental disabilities ranging from moderate to severe mental retardation . A regular manager and weekend manager will be employed and proper licenses
and heating, plumbing and electrical
modifications will be made. The complaining
Continued on page 30
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Around the Nation

Seminar Format
For WLTA Meeting
"Prophets and Profits" was the theme of
the Washington Land Title Association convention in Tacoma. The program was structured in seminar form, with subject matter

including urban development, claims, escrow,
bankruptcy, Indian matters, and regulation,
according to WLTA Executive Secretary
Richard A. Hogan.
Gerald L. lppel, Ticor Title Insurance
Company, was a featured speaker as ALTA
Title Insurance and Underwriters Section
Chairman. Other speakers were Robert
Statton, SAFECO Title Insurance Company;

Richard Marquardt, Washington state insurance commissioner and Elmer Husby,
editor of the WLTA Manual.
Newly-elected WLTA officers are, Joseph
F. Seabeck, Land Title Company, ChelanDouglas County, Inc., president and John W.
Tagge, Chicago Title Insurance Company,
vice president. Hogan remains executive secretary.

MLTA Attendance
Sets New Record

Shown here are new officers of Washington Land Title Association, from left, john W Tagge, vice president;
joseph F. Seabeck, president and Thomas }.Brusca, immediate past president.

Missouri Land Title Association directors and officers, front row, from left, are Richard A. Mason, director;
james E. Lewis, second 11ice president; Frances Morris, first rlice president; Hugh B. Robinson, immediate past
president; Robert Lutz, director and William Cohrs, director. Second row, from left, are }.E. Barnes, jr.,
secretary-treasurer; james W Hicklin, president and Charles Swisher, director.
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An attendance of over 200 was registered
at the annual convention of the Missouri Land
Title Association in Kansas City, making it the
largest MLTA convention in the association's
history, according to J.E. Barnes, Jr.,
MLTA secretary-treasurer.
D.P. Kennedy, First American Title Insurance Company, presented a report of
ALTA activities as the organization's president.
Newly-elected MLTA officers are James
W. Hicklin, Jasper County Title Company,
Inc., president; Frances Morris, Audrain
County Abstract Company, first vice president; James E. Lewis, Pettis County Abstract & Title Company, second vice president and Betty Quisenberry, Central
Missouri Abstract & Title Company, chairperson of the past president's committee.
Barnes, of Hubbard-Kavanaugh Abstract &
Title Company, remains secretary-treasurer.
Members of the board of directors are
Hugh B. Robinson, Carroll County Abstract
Company; William H. Cohrs, Jr., Lafayette
County Abstract Company; Robert Lutz,
Commonwealth Land Title Insurance Company; Steve Crawford, Hall Abstract & Title

Company, Inc.; Richard A. Mason, Lawrence County Title Company, Inc.; Karen
Brown, Central Missouri Abstract & Title
Company and Charles Swisher, Swisher's.
Pam Hart, St. Francois County Abstract
Company, was honored as MLTA "Young
Title Person of the Year."

nTA-Realtor Seminar
Wins Wide Acclaim
The first Contracts and Closings Seminar
offered as a joint effort of the Tennessee Land
Title Association and the Tennessee Association of Realtors was an outstanding success,
according to TLTA President Joe Wooten,
Ticor Title Insurance Company, Nashville.
Some 1,800 Realtors attended in six cities,
more than any recorded attendance at a previous Realtor educational function. Each attendee received a booklet containing 21 pages
of exhibits illustrating various parts of a contract, and including key phrases and wording.
The seminar was offered free in Chattanooga, Knoxville, Kingsport, jackson, Memphis and Nashville. Robert Brown , Lawyers
Title and Escrow, Inc., Chattanooga, was in
charge of the event for TLTA and Robert J.

Applebaum of Mid-South Title Insurance
Corporation, Memphis, pro~ided important
assistance.
Objectives of the seminar were to better
equip brokers and agents in contract preparation, explain title insurance, discuss good closing procedures, create better understanding
of the problems of each profession and encourage suggestion of cooperative methods to better serve mutual clients.
Comments from Realtors attending the
seminar include the following:
"Many fine points over and above the basics
-especially helpful to even experienced
brokers and agents.
"This concept is great. I would like to see
such programs offered at least two times a
year.
"We needed it.
"I will use the booklet as a reference tool.
"Reminder of specific points that are so
easy to overlook.
"I appreciate the caliber of the speakers."

GOVERNORS-continued from page 7

justification and statistical development for
nationwide application.
Governor Mueller called for revising title

insurance fo rms to serve what he described as·
current needs of customers, re-evaluating the
cost of producing title evidence with the
thought that no individual company can accomplish the research and development of
time-saving devices that are needed, and national advertising to improve public awareness
of the title industry and its services.
"As an industry, we need to be a trend
setter and not a follower," he said. "Too often,
we allow our customers to dictate our business practices."

Herbert Wender
Concerning the FTC investigation focused on
whether title search and
examination are part of the
business of insurance, Governor Wender commented:
"ALTA should give every
support available in proving
to the FTC that these funcWender
tions are inextricably woven into the concept
of title insurance, and that the latter is not a
pure risk-taking activity."
As another major challenge, Governor
Wender mentioned uncertainty as to what
Continued on page 30

We are in touch with parties
seeking to acquire controlling
interests in suitable title companies.
Information regarding companies
appropriate for consideration may
be forwarded to Condell & Company
in confidence.

COfiObLL 0 Company

BOX 760.CHICAGO

60690

(312) 372-8889
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Systems-Equipment Prome
Library on Vendor Software Developed
By ALTA Land Title Systems Committee
By Alfred J. Holland
After extensive preparatory work, the
ALTA Land Title Systems Committee is making its vendor automation software library
available to members of the Association.

Sections of the library contain vendor information and are categorized as follows: title
plant maintenance, judgment searches, general accounting, preparing title policies, and
closing document preparation. These sections
will be sent to requesting members who enclose a check made payable to American Land

Title Association in the amount of $5.00 for
each section requested. Those desiring information not contained in the previously
mentioned categories are asked to enclose
$5.00 for each additional category and specify
what is desired. If no information is available
in the category requested, money will be
refunded.
Vendors have been asked to add information to the software library as changes are
made in their products, and it is anticipated
that other vendors will be added in the future.
Those requesting the various sections will be

Are you interested in . ...

BUYING-SELLING- VALUING
A title plant ... an abstracting company ... an agency company ... a
branch operation?

Our professional services include: plant appraisals .. . business evaluations ...
candidate identification ... designing transactions and arranging financing . . ..

Our nome says it all:

CORPORATE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
634 Knox Road
Wayne, PA 19087

Lawrence E. Kirwin, President
When you need our services call without obligation:
(215) 688-1540
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sent additional information for the sections as
it becomes available.
The Systems Committee has developed the
software library as a supplement to the
AUTOMATION SYMBIOSIS expositions held
at ALTA Annual Conventions-where participating vendors demonstrate software that
they can offer. Members requesting sections
from the library can use the resulting information to determine the software in which they
are interested, and concentrate on seeing it
demonstrated at the next ALTA exposition.
This should reduce the time that is typically
spent in selecting an automation system.
When considering automation, you should
first review your operation and decide which
parts can be automated. Then order the applicable sections from the library and compare
the information supplied by different vendors.
You can then contact the vendors whose software suggests the most cost efficient performance for additional information. Also, visit
with users-either by telephone or in person
-to determine how their software performs
in daily operation.
Remember that the systems you purchase
today probably will be technologically obsolete
in three years, and that this most likely will
continue to be true. You will face an ongoing
need to upgrade your automation.
Send your order for one or more library
sections, and your check made payable to
ALTA, to Alfred ]. Holland, P.O. Box 335,
Paragould, AR 72450. Be sure to include your
name, company and mailing address.

bps and are of both the analogue and digital
types. And, we operate a network of statistical
multiplexors that lead to wires and cables that
provide the overall appearance of a spaghetti
factory after a windstorm passes through.
To all this hardware, we have added a data
entry system, a word processing system, a
financial system and an application that allows
all authorized terminals to access the county
IBM computer for tax information.
After beginning with a Seattle plant that
was poorly organized and hard to search-and
operated with out-of-date equipment and programs-First American has turned the corner. Without the leadership and foresight of

company President Don Kennedy, Operations
Vice President Larry White and Regional Vice
President Tom Brusca, the achievement
would not have been possible. Moving into
1985, we are technologically ready to meet
the challenges of the future and remain cost
effective.
But the tiger is still hungry. Automation
technology will continue its rapid changeand fully challenge the resourcefulness of land
title managers.
There is another important change from
1976. First American management has become far more adept at taming wild beasts in
the technological jungle.

Alfred! Holland is a member of the ALTA Abstracters and Title Insurance
Agents Section Land Title
Systems Committee. He is
an attorney and is the
owner of Paragould Abstract Company, Paragould, Arkansas.

nuss-continued from page 11

number expected to approach 72 by the end of
1984.
The historical plant loaded onto the system
back to 1969 since has caused the hardware to
grow from 1 megabyte of memory to 4 megabytes; from two 404 megabyte disk drives to
five; from a 1600 bpi tape drive to 6250 bpi;
from 10 kilo volt/amps of electrical power in
the computer room to 25 kilo volt/amps.
The plant operates the equivalent of nearly
150 telephone circuits spanning a geographical distance of over 60 miles. Phone circuits
range from speeds of 1200 bps up to 56,000

Abot'e, First American's lflil/iam L. Thiss reprograms channel parameters in one ofset,en statistical multiplex.
ors handling remote telephone circuits to remote users. Below, Don Rice of Unigard Insurance patches a data
scope into one of numerous telephone circuits to monitor the line in First American's sen,ice bureau
e1wironmenl; at right is the minicomputer sen,ing as "traffic cop" between the main computer and telephone
circuits.
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Names in the News

Lawyers Title Insurance Corporation announced the appointment of Eugene F. Lanuzza, Saginaw, Michigan, and J. Robert
Walker, Columbus, Ohio, to vice president
and Ohio state manager and Georgia state
manager, respectively. Robert M. Wilson
was appointed senior title attorney, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and Benjamin F. Ridolfi, Jr., Trenton, New Jersey, was named
assistant state manager, New Jersey southern
division.

Richard M. Marsh, Commonwealth Land
Title Insurance Company, Los Angeles, was
promoted to vice president and regional counsel.

Title Insurance Company of Minnesota as
Dallas national accounts executive.
Fidelity National Title Insurance Company
announced the following appointments: Kenneth W. David, San Diego, California, title
officer, vice president, and manager; Anthony D. Payne, San Bernardino County,
California, county manager and vice president
and Berni Rapp, Palo Alto, California, branch
manager.

David R. Bueche, Oakland, Michigan,

was named director of marketing, Alameda
County, First American Title Guaranty Company.

Mark G. Moroney, Lake County, Illinois,
has been named resident vice president and
manager of the Lake County, Illinois, office of
Chicago Title Insurance Company, replacing
Paul L. Bartolain, who is retiring after 45
years with Chicago Title.
First American Title Insurance Company
announced the promotion of Michael J.

Commonwealth also announced the following promotions: Kaz Lojko, Garden City,
New York, vice president; Duane H.
Wunsch, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, assistant
vice president and assistant counsel and Darvin H. Jaster, Houston, Texas, assistant vice
president and assistant secretary.
The following were promoted to assistant
vice president of Commonwealth: William
DeSimone, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Robert B. Siesholtz, Miami, Florida; Marvelyri
Santiago-Rocha, Santa Clara, California,
Golden State Title Division and Ursula Benter, Orange County, California. Alfred W.
Mackler was promoted to title officer of the
company's Cherry Hill, New Jersey office.
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Kelly, Garden City, New York, to vice president and area counsel.
Alexander J. Tarasca, Chester County,
Pennsylvania, was appointed manager of operations of Industrial Valley Title Insurance
Company.

COMMUNICATION-continued from page 12

Working with the Land Title Systems Committee, Gary is responsible for the automation
workshops and expositions that recently have
attracted growing attention at ALTA Annual
Conventions.
In his staff assistance to the Public Relations Committee, Gary is responsible for a
variety of public relations activities. Recently,
the Public Relations Committee has focused
on direct support of functions within the Association such as recruiting and localized community assistance to ALTA members in home
communities. Gary's work includes activity in
these areas. He also serves as the editor of
Title News and handles the development, content and production of new ALTA publications,
current examples of which are a membership
recruiting folder, the abstracter-agent newsletter, and a title manager newsletter to be
introduced in the upcoming year.
Gary handles ALTA news media contact,
backgrounding and placement and serves as a
producer-writer for ALTA audio visual material. He participated in the recent creation and
production of an ALTA membership recruiting
videocassette presentation that will be avail-

WANT TO PURCHASE: Expanding
midwest title insurance company interested in acquiring small title insurance
company or large title insurance
agency located in the midwest or southeastern United States. Send information to Lawrence Edger, American Realty Title Assurance Company, 223
East Town Street, P.O. Box 2440, Columbus, Ohio 43216.

FOR SALE.: Abstract and title plant in
Wisconsin with UNCHANGED
records. Including but not limited to
copies of abstracts, title policies, logs
showing delivery time elements, copies
of documents as received from lending
institutions and attorneys, insurance
policies and bonds. For information,
contact Richard 0. (Dick) Anderson,
president and trustee, Home Title &
Abstract Company, Inc. (National Division), P.O. Box 1121, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma 73101.
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able for showing at regional and state title
association conventions in 1985.
Gary furnishes public relations assistance to
affiliated title associations as the situation
warrants. He has staff responsibility for the
affiliate officer-executive association management seminars at the ALTA Mid-Winter Conference and Annual Convention. Also, he
serves as senior editor and writer in a wide
variety of activities including the writing of
speeches.
Gary is a member of the National Association of Real Estate Editors and recently was
designated by the president of that organization to serve as chairman of the prestigious
NAREE national editorial competition for real
estate journalists. His other affiliations include
Accredited Membership in the Public Relations Society of America and membership in
the United States Senate Press Secretaries
Association.
"Effective communication means a great
deal in all activities of ALTA, and making it
happen is challenging and enjoyable," Gary
said. "Accomplishing what needs to be done
keeps us more than busy, and would not be
possible without the support and cooperation
of ALTA members and my assistant, Jennifer
Phillips. Together, we make a great team."

"ALTA should progressively pursue a program to achieve a '100 percent membership'
in order to have a more effective organization
speaking for the interests of the title industry,
as the National Association of Realtors and
American Medical Association have done for
their respective 'industries.' "

JUDICIARY -continued from page 23

parties state that their own properties will decrease in value and that the proposed group
of people are not a family. Zoning is singlefamily residential , R-3.
The issue was whether the proposed use
violates zoning ordinances and plat restrictions .
A single family unit can exist in the absence of consanguinity. As long as the structure in question is maintained , physically, as
a private residence and, as long as it is used
or occupied by a group of persons living together as a single household unit, it is not in
violation of restrictions running with the land
upon which it is located which seek to maintain the neighborhood as a single-family , private residential area.
Insight: A good result in a state where it
has been difficult, due to opposition of the
surrounding homeowners, to install or build
group homes for the physically or mentally
handicapped . In our culture, a "family" does
not mean what it once did.

GOVERNORS-continued from page 25

Zoning-Mobile Homes

form deregulation of the title industry will
take and the impact on present underwriters,
agents and abstracters.
"ALTA should take an active role in formulating an approach to attempt to guide the
'deregulation process' so it will create minimum disruption of business activity coincident
with the public interest," he said.
Still another important challenge, in the
view of Governor Wender, is expansion of the
membership base of the Association.
"Too many agents and abstracters choose
to remain outside the Association," he said.

Waxler v. City of Portland, 454 A2d
345 (ME 1983)

FOR LEASE: Sovereignty title
plant in west Texas. Contact]. Collier,
Adams Guarantee Abstract & Title
Company, 1320 Texas Avenue, Lubbock, Texas 79401 (Telephone 806763-4613).

FOR SALE: Abstract and title corporation serving southwest Wisconsin. Excellent growth record and potential.
Shares office with small law firm. Asking $75,000. Send inquiries to M.
Windrem, Route 1, Lone Rock, WI
53556.

Plaintiffs wished to place mobile home in
an area zoned for single-family dwellings .
City refused to allow the permit to issue.
The supreme court affirmed the superior
court's holding that a mobile home was included in the single-family detached building
definition.

Berks Title Changes
Name to Meridian
Effective December 3, 1984, Berks Title
Insurance Company changes its name to Meridian Title Insurance Company, according to
R. Laird Sommerville, Jr., president and chief
executive officer of the Reading, Pennsylvania, based concern.
Meridian Title is a wholly owned subsidiary
of American Bank and Trust Co. of Pa., whose
parent is Meridian Bancorp, Inc., the sixth
largest multi-bank holding company in that
state. Meridian Title was formed as Berks
Title in 1923.
Meridian Title has assets reported at in
excess of $12 million and is licensed to operate in Delaware, Florida, Kentucky, Maryland,
New Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Utah, Virginia, West Virginia and the
District of Columbia.
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To everything there is a season. No
one knows it better than you. You've
brought your title company to
success. You know that staying there
means getting an edge on the future .
For years you've watched employees do
repetitious typing and prepar:e complicated
closings. struggling to keep paperwork organized.
up to date and accurate. You've known someday
you'd invest in a computer system to multiply the
efficiency of your expensive office staff. You've
been waiting for the right time ... and the
right system.

right system
at the
right time.

This is it! The timing will never be better.
And Titlepro is exactly the right system.
Title pro does every task which can efficiently
be done by a microcomputer in a title office.
Application data is entered quickly. Titlepro
automatically puts that data into title reports.
policies and other forms. It tracks your business
sources and the status of cases in process. It
includes the best closing and disbursement
package available-bar none. It does your
remittance reports. indexes your title plant and
handles your accounting.
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With Titlepro you keep a lean
and efficient office staff in both
busy and slow seasons, able to
handle the workload without
additional hiring.

Titlepro is multi-user and multi-tasking with an
operating system MICROSYSTEMS magazine calls
.. . . . the closest you can get to a minicomputer in
a micro." It is fully CP/M and CP/M-86"
compatible . Each user station has its own
computer and RAM . All are internally connected
to access a common 30 megabyte hard disk and
common printers.
Over 2500 cases are on line at all times.
accessible in seconds to you and each of your
staff.

Price? The computer expert tor one of the largest
underwriters concludes "Titlepro has the lowest
price per work station of any title system
available." On a lease-purchase plan. Titlepro
costs less than a part-time typist just out of high
school. And that includes installation. training.
support. and three user stations.
'CP/M is a trademark ol Digital Research Corp. Titlepro
is available now in the Northeast and Midwest.

Titlepro. The system for all seasons.
For more in1ormation or to request a demonstration contact:
Bob Dean or Neal Pedersen at (717) 299-2100

NEUSA Technology, Inc.

Home Office:
15 N. Duke St.
Lancaster. PA 17602

Midwest:
6408 Chagrin River Road
Chagrin Falls. OH 44022

American
Land Tide
Association
1828 L Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
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